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THE WAHL WRITING EQUIPMENT LINE
—AND THE WAHL DEALER

he world progresses. Man and the products

of his handiwork develop and improve. Each

year some product is discarded which was believed to

be the ultimate development in its line, and some-

thing new takes its place. Thus it is that manu-

facturers who would keep pace with the public desire

must be constantly on the alert to improve their

products, to add newproducts from time to time, and to

withdraw those which have outlived their usefulness.

Progress has always been the keynote of Wahl success.

Its very beginning in the writing equipment field was

in the development of a product so new, and pre-

sented to the public in so novel a way, that it im-

mediately opened up tremendous new sources of

profit for dealers in all parts of the world. To main-

tain that progressiveness in development has been the

constant aim of The Wahl Company.

Yet changes develop slowly. From an idea to the

finished product is usually a tedious process of many

months' duration—a long period of experiment and

test. And most important of all, the effect on dealers

must be carefully considered, and plans made to assure

the protection of their investment in Wahl Products.

It is gratifying to note at this time the remarkable

success of the new Perfected Eversharp which was

produced a little more than a year ago. It is gratify-

ing to note the tremendous strides made by the pre-

cious metal pen, a new product produced and pioneered

by Wahl. Finding its first market as a gift item

because of its high jewelry value, it is now coming

into its own as a fountain pen because of its practical,

exclusive features—its slender grace, its perfect bal-

ance, its indestructibility, its greater ink capacity

without the curse of bulkiness.

This year we have presented another new departure

in mechanical pencil making—a pencil with a thick

writing lead. With our usual liberal advertising

backing, it is rapidly winning favor with the public,

and providing another new market for Wahl dealers.

This new thickness of lead (.075" diameter in com-

parison with the .046" diameter of the standard thin

lead) gives the Eversharp line a complete range of

lead siz^s for every writing need. The standard thin

lead is for continuous writing, the thick lead is a

combination writing, manifolding, and marking lead,

and the checking lead is for heavy marking use.

Noteworthy among other additions to the Wahl line

during the year have been the oversize, rubber barrel

pencils, made for both thin and thick writing leads.

The immediate demand for these pencils exceeded

every expectation, to the extent that for a number of

months our factory was severely taxed to fill orders.

With all the attention given to the development of

new and improved products, The Wahl Company has

realized that in the dealer's interest the most pressing

need is for simplification, and important steps are

being taken in this direction. These changes must

come slowly, of course, in order that the dealer's

investment may be completely protected, but when
they are finally accomplished, the problem of stocking

the complete Wahl line, and thereby earning the

many benefits that accrue, will be a far simpler one

for the average dealer.

Every product sold by The Wahl Company carries

the Wahl Guaranty, so sweeping as to be virtually

unconditional, yet so simple that there is no oppor-

tunity for misunderstanding or misinterpretation. It

is not a sensationally worded statement, tending to

confuse the public and make difficulties for the dealer,

but a simple, direct agreement to protect the dealer

in assuring the satisfactory performance of every

piece of Wahl merchandise sold. The best assurance

to you of its effectiveness is the sincere manner in

which it has been carried out over a period of years.

Briefly, the Wahl Guaranty is this:
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We stand squarely behind the Wahl dealer in every sale

of Wahl merchandise. We will make good with the
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THE WAHL COMPANY
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WHERE EVERSHARP PENCILS AND WAHL PENS ARE MADE

ictures and words can but poorly describe the Wahl factory, or the skill and care

of manufacture that go into all Wahl Products. The large, daylight factory pictured

above is far more than brick and stone and concrete—it is the home of an efficient, pains-

taking and highly-trained organization that takes pure gold and crude rubber and many
other raw materials, and fashions them into the world's finest writing instruments, Ever-

sharp and Wahl Pen.

The Wahl factory is a modern, fireproof building, five stories high, with seven acres of

floor space. It is a building designed expressly to house this great pen and pencil making

organization, and equipped for that purpose alone. The first four floors are occupied by

the manufacturing departments, and the top floor by the executive, sales and general

offices.

The equipment throughout is the finest that human ingenuity has devised for the making

of quality writing instruments. Many of the intricate machines in regular operation here
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have been planned and built by our own engineering staff, to provide equipment that would

make better products, or make them more economically.

Practically every part of every Wahl Product is made here from raw material. Wahl
makes its own precious metal tubing, its own rubber tubing, its own nibs, and the many
other parts which make up a pen or pencil. Nothing is left to the whim of outside mami'

facturers, and thus The Wahl Company is able to guarantee unconditionally every piece

of material that goes into a Wahl Pen or an Eversharp Pencil.

All Red Top Eversharp Leads, too, are made here from the best raw materials that can

be procured in the United States and in other parts of the world. They are made accur'

ately to fit Eversharp Pencils, of uniform strength, grade and diameter, in one of the finest

lead factories to be found anywhere.

So many figures might be cited to show the capabilities and magnitude of this organization

that they would only confuse. You will be interested to know, however, that the factory

pictured on the preceding page has a daily capacity of 50,000 pencils, 8,000 pens, and

1,300,000 sticks of lead.

We might take you, with a word picture, through the great Wahl factory. We might

show you how pure gold is alloyed to give it wearing quality, and the intricate processes

by which it is transformed into smooth-writing nibs, and into the precious metal tubing

which later becomes pen and pencil barrels. We might show you the bales of crude rubber

stock and the many processes by which this rubber is purified and ultimately made into

the tubing which gives the great strength and beauty to Wahl rubber pens.

We might tell of these and dozens of other interesting and novel operations; but after

all, the things that go into a pencil or pen and the technical processes of manufacture are

not so important as the art with which they are manufactured to give pleasing effects in

design, perfect results in use, and lasting value in wear.

This precise and experienced manufacture has been the especial province of The Wahl
Company through all the years of its being. A perfect understanding of materials, a

genius for invention in its particular field, skilled men and special equipment, all are joined

under the Wahl ideal of finest quality, to produce in Eversharp and Wahl Pen companion

writing instruments without a superior anywhere or in any respect.

The eye is appreciative of their outward beauty, but to the creative mind, eased of con-

cern with the manual effort, and to the responsive hand, equipped with a fluent and

fatigueless tool, must be left the final verdict on the goodness of these writing servants.

Wahl dealers know what this verdict is—know it by the multitude of expressions volun-

teered from the millions of men and women who have preferred Eversharps and Wahl

Pens above all others.
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SUPERIOR FEATURES OF PERFECTED
EVERSHARP PENCILS

THE RIFLED TIP

This patented feature, used only in Eversharp, first made a

good mechanical pencil possible. Tiny relief spaces be-

tween the lead-gripping teeth prevent clogging or jamming.

Still the lead is held firmly at the point; no slipping; no
wabbling. Identify the genuine Eversharp by the grooves

cut in the lead as it passes through the tip.

2

LOADS IN AN INSTANT

Above and at the right is shown the trigger which releases

plunger when lead is used up. This automatic release makes
Eversharp the fastest loading pencil. One pull—insert lead

—

one push—a turn. That's all.

EXTRA LEADS ACCESSIBLE IMMEDIATELY

The side-opening lead magazine enables the user to draw
a new lead almost instantly. The amount of reserve lead

can always be seen. This feature provides extra conven-

ience and speed of operation. Because of the length of

barrel necessary for this feature, it is found only in the

long model pencils.

AUTOMATIC LEAD INDEX

To know the length of lead in Eversharp just pull the cap

straight out. The distance between A and B, as shown in

the illustration, equals the length of lead remaining in feed

chamber ready for use.

SAFETY POCKET CLIP

The pocket clip on Eversharp is made stronger by a reinforced

rib construction which adds to its appearance. The large

point of contact eliminates wear on the clothing. Even if

the clip is broken accidentally, a new one can be inserted

in a few moments.

REPLACEABLE ERASER

The construction of Eversharp permits the eraser to be
replaced by a new one. It cannot come out in use, yet it

can be changed in a moment.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE
Any standard Eversharp can be completely taken apart by
unscrewing the tip and pulling out the mechanism. All

parts are interchangeable and replaceable. Anyone can
replace, in a few seconds, any part that becomes broken or

worn through accident or abuse.
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YELLOW GOLD FILLED
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YELLOW GOLD FILLED
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THE WAHL PEN OF PRECIOUS METAL

A 'Hew Landmar\ in

Fountain Pen Progress

/ti_0XG the highway of fountain pen progress are but a few landmarks denoting basic

developments in design that have guided the manufacturing effort of the future.

The self-filling pen was one of these.

The self-filling pen. however, required a soft rubber ink sac which occupied a large part

of the hard rubber barrel, and thus left little space for ink. Because the tradition of long

years demanded that the barrel be made of hard rubber, the next step was simply to in-

crease the size of the pen to get a larger space for the ink sac.

Thus resulted the bulky pens that have been the vogue for several

years. But this method of getting greater ink capacity was a make-
shift, as Wahl craftsmen realized. Why, they asked themselves,

need the barrel be built of rubber at all, since the ink is contained in

a soft rubber sac? Why not build the barrel of a thin strong material

which would give greater ink capacity, plus added strength, without
the disadvantage of cumbersome size and weight?

The answers to these questions resulted in the development of the

Wahl Precious Metal Pen—a pen which we believe is destined to

set up a new landmark on the highway of fountain pen progress.

Gold and silver were the materials chosen to carry out this revolu-

tionary conception of a fountain pen. New as these metals were
to the art of fountain pen manufacture, they had been for many
centuries the only accepted materials for the making of other high

class articles of personal equipment. Since the beginning of civiliza-

tion, they have been the only metals discovered (except for a few
of prohibitive cost) that in their native state will maintain their

outward beauty as long as any part of the material lasts.

So it was but natural that they were selected as the basic materials

for The New Wahl Pen. This pen is so strong as to be practically

unbreakable; it is slender and graceful, yet its ink capacity is greater

than that of rubber pens twice its size; it is light in weight, per-

fectly balanced, unfaltering in writing performance, and has the rich

beauty which can come only from fine jewelry designs engraved in

gold or silver.

Some of the features are shown in the sectional view at the left.

Note the thin walls, the rolled metal threads which cannot be broken,

the large ink sac, the compact filling mechanism. Then turn to the

pages which follow and note the beautiful jewelry designs and the

graceful proportions of these pens.

ma rp Try a Wahl Pen from your stock; observe its fine balance, its light
r cup weight, and its certain performance. Compare its ink capacity,

if you care to, with the largest pen in your case, and prove that it

holds more ink than any other.

Wahl builds rubber pens, too, for those people who are not yet

converted to this modern pen. These rubber pens are the finest

that can be made, and second only to the pen of the future -the

Wahl Precious Metal Pen.
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THE WAHL RUBBER PEN

FOR the thousands of buyers who are not con-

verted to the new Precious Metal Pens, Wahl
makes the finest line of rubber fountain pens that

experienced craftsmen and perfected equipment can

produce. These pens have all the superior operat-

ing features found in the Precious Metal Pens—the

comb feed, which holds ink as a comb holds water;

the perfected filling mechanism, which fills the ink

sac full; the same full-si^e, smooth writing nibs.

There is a difference, too, between the Wahl Pen

and the ordinary rubber pen. All hard rubber parts

are made in our own plant, step by step, from crude

rubber as it comes to us from the tropics. Thus we
are able to watch it carefully through every process,

to be certain of its strength, and to insure uniform-

ity of color and richness of finish. These are quali-

ties which depend far more on the compounding of

the rubber itself than on any effort which may be

expended in the final finishing process.

Wahl rubber pens are now made in four different

external finishes—jet black in two designs of engine-

turning, orange-red, and red-and-black mottled.

They are made in all standard sizes, and with any

style of nib you may choose from our varied

assortment.

The complete line is illustrated and described in

the pages immediately following.
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BLACK RUBBER PENS
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FITTING A PEN TO THE USER'S HAND
he most important factor in the sale of a fountain pen is giving the customer

a pen that suits his style of handwriting. By spending a little more time

on this one feature at the time of sale, at least one-half of all so-called fountain

pen troubles could be eliminated. Frequently a customer will complain of a

scratchy nib, or of one in which the ink flow is too slow or too fast, when the

real difficulty is that the pen is not suited to that person's style of writing.

On more than any other one thing, fountain pen satisfaction depends upon the

selection of the proper nib. A purchaser should be offered a fine, medium, broad,

manifold, posting, oblique, stub, half stub, or Signature nib, with an even ink

flow, according to the writing style of the individual.

Every Wahl dealer and his salespeople should familiarize themselves with the

Wahl Pen nib styles shown on this and the following page. The use of this

knowledge at the time of the sale will make satisfied customers and create con-

fidence in the store and in the pen purchased. If the exact nib wanted is not

in your store, do not substitute, but write to us, sending if possible, a steel pen

that just suits the user, and we will match it with a Wahl Pen nib.

WAHL PEN NIBS

On these two pages are shown the many styles and sizes of Wahl 14K solid

gold nibs. Among them is a nib to suit exactly any style of handwriting.

Wahl Pen nibs are generous in size, length, and gold content, and are heavily

tipped with the highest grade of osmiridium—the hardest metal known. Each

nib is pointed, ground, and smoothed by master craftsmen, and carefully

tested by highly skilled inspectors before being passed as satisfactory for use

in Wahl Pens.

It is our firm belief that these nibs are in every respect the most nearly perfect

nibs that are manufactured.

Following are the uses for each of the Wahl Pen nib styles:
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Broad For use where the writer wishes a heavy line on both direct and cross strokes. Good
for heavy shading. Made in sizes 2 to 6 inclusive.
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ing where bold characters are desired. Made in sizes 2 to 6 inclusive.
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Half-Stub Practically the same as the stub, except that the point is not so wide. Made in

sizes 2 to 6 inclusive.

Oblique Similar to a stub, but is beveled off at the side of the point to suit a person who holds

the barrel of the pen between the fingers, instead of between the thumb and index finger.

A right-handed person uses a right oblique, and a left-handed person uses a left oblique.

When ordering specify which is wanted, as the right oblique is always sent unless otherwise

specified. Made in sizes 2 to 6 inclusive.

Falcon Very much like a fine, medium, or broad long nib, but is a trifle more flexible because

of its being cut out at the sides. Made in fine, medium and broad, in sizes 4 and 6 only.

Stenographer A long, fine, flexible nib, particularly adapted to making short-hand characters.

Made in sizes 2 and 4 only.

Bookkeeper A long and fairly stiff nib made of heavy stock to enable the writer to make small,

clear-cut figures. Made in sizes 2 and 4 only.

Manifold This nib is long and stiff with a medium-sized point. Good for making carbon copies,

and a favorite among people who write with a heavy hand. A nib for all general writing

purposes—writes on rough or cheap paper, and will stand very hard use. Made in sizes 2

to 6 inclusive.

Posting A short, stiff nib with a fine point, suitable for ledgermen, bookkeepers, accountants,

and others who want a nib for fine figure work. Made in sizes 2 to 6 inclusive.

Ballpoint Sometimes called the "turn up" nib; made with a medium sized point only. It is a

smooth writing pen at all angles, and writes well on rough paper. The best nib for nervous

or old people. Made in size 4 only.

Signature Designed for those who want a heavy, durable nib made especially for hard, con-

tinuous writing. Has a smooth, round point, and will suit practically every kind of hand-

writing. Furnished in fine, medium or broad in sizes 2, 4 and 6. When ordering Signature

nibs be sure to specify whether wanted stiff or flexible.
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SIMPLE CARE OF FOUNTAIN PENS INSURES PERFECT SERVICE

o many people, the care of a fountain pen involves only refilling with ink when
necessary. But due to the action of the various inks used, and to the manner in which

the pens are carried, used and misused, they occasionally get out of order.

By following a few simple points in the care of fountain pens, as explained below, every user

of a Wahl Pen will be assured a perfect writing pen, free from the common faults that many
have regarded as necessary evils. Wahl dealers will find this information of particular value

in selling Wahl Pens, and in keeping their customers satisfied with the pens after they are sold.

RE-FILLING A WAHL PEN

Only good, clean bottled fountain pen ink, free from

dust, dirt, and other foreign matter, should be used

to fill a Wahl Pen. Hold pen in perpendicular posi-

tion (with the point down) and raise the lever on side

of barrel. Then completely submerge gold pen point

and lower end of point section in ink. While in this

position lower lever to its normal position, allowing

point and point section to remain submerged in ink

for about ten seconds to allow the rubber sac to draw
in a full charge of ink. In the case of a new pen,

repeat this lever movement to draw in and expel

ink several times in order to moisten thoroughly the

ink channel in the comb feed. Now, still holding pen

with point down, wipe off surplus ink from pen and
feed, and pen is ready for use.

Unless the gold pen and end of point section are com-

pletely submerged in ink and left in long enough to

allow the sac to fill with ink, air bubbles will be drawn
into the sac and the pen will be only partly filled.

These air bubbles first retard the flow of ink, and

afterwards, as the air rushes to the top of the ink sac,

have a tendency to force out the ink, causing the pen
to flood or drop ink. Every salesperson should satisfy

himself that each purchaser understands the proper

method of filling a Wahl Pen.

CLEANING A WAHL PEN

More pens go to repair stations on account of being

dirty or clogged than for any other reason. Every

purchaser of a fountain pen should be told the im-

portance of cleaning his pen at regular intervals. To
clean a Wahl Pen, repeat the filling operation several

times as outlined above, using cold water instead of

ink. If pen is clogged, use a solution of one part

ammonia to three parts water in order to dissolve the

dried ink. Then remove dried ink from outside of

pen and feed with a soft brush. By filling with and

expelling the water, or water and ammonia solution,

several times, the feed channel will be cleaned. Re-

peat this operation in clean water to get the ammonia

solution out of the pen. Then shake pen well in

order to expel all the water, and the pen is ready for

filling as directed above. DO NOT USE HOT
WATER, as this will soften, the hard rubber parts.

The inside of the cap should be cleaned frequently

with a piece of soft cloth or tissue paper and the air-

holes in side of cap should be cleaned with an ordinary

If pen is very badly clogged with dried, or poor ink,

and cannot be thoroughly cleaned as above, it should

be placed in the hands of a competent fountain pen
repair man at a regular pen service station.

CARE OF STOCK

Do not put rubber bands around silver pens or pencils, barrels should not be exposed to strong light or to the

The sulphur in the rubber will cause the silver to direct rays of the sun. They will fade, and thus

tarnish rapidly, and within a very short time will their salability will be impaired. When faded, it is

actually eat into the silver, damaging the surface impossible to restore the original color and finish to

beyond repair. Pens and pencils with black rubber these pens and pencils.

WAHL REPAIR SERVICE

Besides complete repair departments maintained at the pen and pencil repairing at the same prices as charged

factory and at each of our branch offices, for the by us, can be obtained promptly from any of these

benefit of all Wahl Pen and Eversharp dealers and stations. We shall be glad to send you the name of

users, Wahl service stations have been established in your nearest Wahl Service Station,

practically all the larger cities of the country. Expert
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EVERSHARP AND WAHL PEN WRITING SETS

Er practically every Eversharp pencil shown in this catalog, there is a Wahl Pen shown which matches

n material and decorative design. What more welcome and complete a gift could be obtained for any
occasion or what more useful and appropriate articles for personal use, than these perfect writing companions

!

On this and the following page are illustrated the boxes in which Eversharp and Wahl Pen combination

writing sets are packed.

Men's sets composed of a precious metal pencil and pen to retail at $6.00 and up (except solid gold) are

packed in brilliantly colored satin-and-velvet lined gift boxes as shown above. The set illustrated is Eversharp

No. 14 (page 7) and Wahl Pen No. 646A (page 27).

Men's precious-metal combination writing sets listing at less than $6.00 are packed in gift boxes similar to

the one shown above, but without the satin-lined top.

Ladies' sets composed of a precious metal pencil and pen to retail at $6.00 and up (except solid gold) are packed

in daintily colored satin-and-velvet lined gift boxes as shown below. The set in the illustration is Ever-

sharp No. 25SW (page 7) and Wahl Pen No. 329AW (page 28).

Ladies' precious-metal combination writing sets listing at less than $6.00 are packed in gift boxes similar to

the one below, but without the satin-lined top.

Combination sets composed of a midget miniature Eversharp and a miniature Wahl Pen are furnished in

satin-and-velvet lined gift boxes similar to the one shown below, but in a smaller size.

JEVL--: SHARP



EVERSHARP AND WAHL PEN WRITING SETS

Sets made up of pencils and pens with hard rubber barrels and gold-filled trimmings are packed in hand-

some French gray gift boxes as shown above. The set illustrated is Oversize Eversharp No. 752B (page

19) and Wahl Signature Pen No. 762S (page 32).

Ladies' sets of hard rubber barrel pencils and pens are packed in the same style of gift box as above, except

smaller in size.

To those desiring to present a gift of unusual elegance, we suggest a solid gold Wahl writing set, consisting

of a solid gold Eversharp and a solid gold Wahl Pen to match. These sets are encased in beautiful, genuine
leather presentation boxes as illustrated below, lined with satin and velvet of a very high grade.

The ladies' solid gold set shown below is Eversharp No. 98SW (page 6) and Wahl Pen No. 3298BW
(page 26). Men's solid gold sets are packed in genuine leather, satin-and-velvet lined presentation boxes

the same as the one shown here, but in a larger size.

For a group gift it would be difficult to find a more unique or more highly prized article than a Wahl writing

set in either yellow or green solid gold. A good selection is offered on pages 6 and 26 of this catalog.
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EVERSHARP PARTS PRICE LIST

CAP WITH mt CAP WITH CLIP

Style of Pencil

Tip Clip Cap

ENAMELED BARREL PENCILS $0.25 | : $0.25 >.: $0.25 $0.10 $0.15

BAKELITE BARREL PENCILS .25 .35 .35 .25 .10

SILVER PLATED
Old Models
Perfected.,

.25 .25 .25

.50 £
.35

.35

$0.35

.35

"sssr .25

.25

.50

.75

.25 .25 .35

.35

.35

.35 fo

J i
1.00

.25 .25

1 !
.50

1

SI 7 1 J
.25

1 1 ! 1 a

site 1
.25 .25

3
.50 1 !

.75

1 is 1
14K SOLID YELLOW GOLDSc!

:..:..:.:..: s 1:25

.25 .25

i:S ££ $
UK SOLID GREEK GOLD

S>S": :: ; : r::: :::::r s
.25 .25

fo S ?£ $

: = s
.25 .25

IS loo 450

SILVER PLATED MINIATURES .25
|

.50 .25 .25 .35

GREEN AND YELLOW GOLD FILLED
M !* 1 ATI ! K KS f:

H

:.) M : f .C ~C M !;•.!: A TL' R >;-, .25 .50 so .50 .75

RUBBER BARREL PENCIL PARTS PRICE L1ST

Style of Penal Tip
sIS ss &5

Clip Cap S s
$0.75 $0.50 *g

e^fV oTrS^ 50
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WAHL PEN PARTS PRICE LIST

Rubber Wahl Pens

show;; th;' principal p:;;; Prices of parts for all Precic

PRECIOUS METAL WAHL PEN PARTS PRICE LIST

YELLOW GOLD FILLED OR STERLING
SILVER

Chased Fmhh

GREEN GOLD FILLED

RUBBER WAHL PEN PARTS PRICE LIST

j

Gold Pen or Nib Barrel

620MS 620RS
740MS 7-IORS

760MS 760RS..
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51 Old English

52 Ribbon Monogram
53 Fancy Block

54 Vertical Script

55 Fancy Block

56 Plain Block

57 Vertical Script

58 Greek Letters

59 Drop Jap Monogram

60 Modern Block

61 Plain Block

62 Drop Block Monogram
63 Block Monogram
64 Drop Block Monogram
65 Jap Letters

66 Drop Ribbon Monogram
67 Slanting Old English

68 Drop Ribbon Monogram

69 Odd Block

70 Plain Script

71 Odd Block

72 Slanting Block

73 Old English

74 Old English

75 Roman
76 Diamond Monogran

Page Forty-eight



PRICE LIST No. 104

WAHLPEN
and

mmsHARP
Effective December 1, 1925

Please Destroy All Previous Lists

All Shipments F. 0. B. Chicago

THE WAHL COMPANY
1800 Roscoe Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Western Office Eastern Office and Export Department
55 New Montgomery Street 429 Broadway

San Francisco, Calif. New York, N. Y.

Note: Page numbers refer to pages in General Catalog No. 104

EVERSHARP PRICE LIST
Page 6 14K SOLID YELLOW GOLD
Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price

No. 98 $25.00
No. 98SW 23.00
No. 99 25.00
No. 99SW 23.00

18K SOLID GREEN GOLD
Abbog No. 98G $30.00

No. 98GSW 28.00
No. 99G 30.00
No. 99GSW 28.00

Page 7 YELLOW GOLD FILLED
No. 14 f 5.00

No. 14SW 5.00

No. 24 5.00

No. 24SW 5.00

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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YELLOW GOLD FILLED—Continued

Telepraph Word Catalog No. L1-- ?.-:;

e

Baapf No. 25 S 5.00
Baajig No. 25SW 5.00

GREEN GOLD FILLED
Bacob No. 77 ? 6.00
Bacuc No. 77SW 6.00
Baakz No. 26 6.00
Baamc No. 26SW 6.00
Baa** No. 27 6.00
Baazp. No. 27SW 6.00

Page 8 YELLOW GOLD FILLED
Badez No. 10 $ 5.00
Eadib No. 10SW 5.00
Caavh No. 61 3.50
Caaxk No. 61SW 8.50
Caduh No. 69 3.50
Caebp No. 69SW 3.50

GREEN GOLD FILLED
Baedv No. 73 ? 6.00
Baefw No. 73SW 6.00
Cabaz No. 71 4.50
Cabeb No. 71SW 4,50

Page 9 YELLOW GOLD FILLED
Cacab No. 60 $ 3.00
Cadid No. 60SC 3.00

Cacec No. 60SW 3.00

GREEN GOLD FILLED
Cabac No. 70 $ 4.00
Cadif No. 70SC 4.00
Caded No. 70SW 4.00

STERLING SILVER
Daabs No. 55 $ 6.00
Daadv No. 55SW 6.00

Page 10 STERLING SILVER
Daafw No. 49 $ 5.00
Daajz No. 49SW 5.00
Daaxn No. 43 5.00
Daazr No. 43SW 5.00

Daecv No. 44 5.00
Daedw No. 44SW 5.00

Page 11 STERLING SILVER
Daalc No. 45 f 5.00

Daamd No. 45SW 5.00

Daehz No. 50 3.00
Daekc No. 50SC 3.00

Dabjb No. 50SW 3.00

Always V*e Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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SILVER PLATED
Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price
Eagrs No. 20 S 1.00
Eagzy No. 20SC 1.00
Eagsl No. 20SW 1.00

Page 12 STERLING SILVER
Daemf No. 51 % 3.50
Daeng No. 51SW 3.50

SILVER FILLED
Raent No. 35 % 2.00
Rafav No. 35SW 2.00

SILVER PLATED
Eabfl No. 31 % 1.50
Eabpy No. 31SW 1.50
Eadkl No. 29 1.50
Eafpl No. 29SW 1.50

Page 13 YELLOW GOLD FILLED
Raavy No. 110MW % 3.50
Raasw No. 166MW 3.50
Raarv No. 114MW 3.50
Caevj No. 2 1.00

GREEN GOLD FILLED
Raedj No. 173MW § 4.00
Raech No. 167MW 4.00
Raebg No. 177MW 4.00

SILVER PLATED
Laehd No. 120C S 1.00

Laegc No. 120SW 1.00

Page 14 RUBBER BARREL PENCILS
Rhezt No. 3R ? 2.50
Rhifz No. 3RSW 2.50

Ryomg No. 3RSC 2.50
Rhidy No. 3M 2.50

Rhihc No. 3MSW 2.50

Page 15 RUBBER BARREL PENCILS
Raakn No. 3 % 2.50

Raegl No. 3SW ' 2.50
Raalp No. 4 2.50

Raehn No. 4SW 2.50

Page 16 OVERSIZE PENCILS (Thin Lead)

Rhevn No. 458B % 1.00

Rhexr No. 458R 1.00

Ryofy No. 458M 1.00

Rhegz No. 450R 3.00

Rhelf No. 450M 3.00

Rhenh No. 452B 3.00

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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Page 17 ENAMELED AND BAKELITE BARREL PENCILS
Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price
Eakby No. 151 $ 0.50
Eakcr No. 151C 50
Ryizs No. 159C 50
Eakgh No. 151SW 50

Above pencils in following colors: Red, Blue and Black.

Eaksq No. 151MW 50
Above pencil in Red only.

Ealsk No. 153C 50
Eamfr No. 154C 50

Above pencils in following colors: Red, Green, Mottled and Black.

Page 18 OVERSIZE PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhism No. 758B $ 1.00

Rhocy No. 758R 1.00

Ryokd No. 758M 1.00
Rhodz No. 750R 3.00

Rhohd No. 750M 3.00

Page 19 OVERSIZE PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhofb No. 752B % 3.00

REGULAR BARREL PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhilg No. 720 $ 1.00
Rhimh No. 761 3.50
Rhinj No. 724 5.00

Page 20 ENAMELED CHECKING PENCILS
Eahbr No. 101 S 1.00

Colors: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow and Black.

"EXECUTIVE" CHECKING PENCILS
Raelk No. 34 $ 1.00
Eahls No. 32 1.50

Eahsf No. 67 3.50

Page 21 EVERSHARPS WITH ENAMELED EMBLEMS
Add 50 cents to the price of the Eversharp ordered (regardless of

number, style or price) when any of the following emblems are wanted

:

Blue Lodge, Kiwanis, Rotary, Shrine, Elk, K. of C, or M. W. A.
Example Eversharp No. 14, List price % 5.00

Rotary enameled emblem cap 50

Total list price % 5.50

Page 22 RED TOP EVERSHARP LEADS (Thin Diameter)

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of black lead (any grade)? 0.15

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of red, blue, green, or
yellow leads 25

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of purple copying (in-

delible) leads 25
The above leads are sold in cartons containing one-dozen tubes of leads

of the same grade or color. Dozens will not be broken.

12 Red Top metal tubes, each containing one dozen sticks of black
lead (any one grade), in Red Top cardboard box 1.80

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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Page 17 ENAMELED AND BAKELITE BARREL PENCILS
Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price

Eakby No. 151 % 0.50
Eakcr No. 151C 50
Ryizs No. 159C 50
Eakgh No. 151SW 50

Above pencils in following colors: Bed, Blue and Black.

Eaksg No. 151MW 50
Above pencil in Red only.

Ealsk No. 153C 50
Eamfr No. 154C 50

Above pencils in following colors: Red, Green, Mottled and Black.

Page 18 OVERSIZE PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhism No. 768B % 1.00

Rhocy No. 758R 1.00

Ryokd No. 758M 1.00
Rhodz No. 750R 3.00

Rhohd No. 750M 3.00

Page 19 OVERSIZE PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhofb No. 752B % 3.00

REGULAR BARREL PENCILS (Thick Writing Lead)

Rhilg No. 720 $ 1.00
Rhimh No. 761 3.50
Rhinj No. 724 5.00

Page 20 ENAMELED CHECKING PENCILS
Eahbh No. 101 $ 1.00

Colors: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow and Black.

"EXECUTIVE" CHECKING PENCILS
Raelk No. 34 % 1.00

Eahls No. 32 1.50

Eahsf No. 67 3.50

Page 21 EVERSHARPS WITH ENAMELED EMBLEMS
Add 50 cents to the price of the Eversharp ordered (regardless of

number, style or price) when any of the following emblems are wanted

:

Blue Lodge, Kiwanis, Rotary, Shrine, Elk, K. of C, or M. W. A.
Example Eversharp No. 14, List price % 5.00

Rotary enameled emblem cap 50

Total list price % 5.50

Page 22 RED TOP EVERSHARP LEADS (Thin Diameter)

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of black lead (any grade) % 0.15

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of red, blue, green, or
yellow leads 25

1 Red Top metal tube, containing 12 sticks of purple copying (in-

delible) leads 25
The above leads are sold In cartons containing one-dozen tubes of leads

of the same grade or color. Dozens will not be broken.

12 Red Top metal tubes, each containing one dozen sticks of black
lead (any one grade), in Red Top cardboard box 1.80

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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RED TOP EVERSHARP LEADS (Thin Diameter)—Continued
Quantity Description List Price
12 Red Top metal tubes, each containing one dozen sticks of red,

blue, green, or yellow leads (any one color), in Red Top card-
board box % 3.00

12 Red Top metal tubes, each containing one dozen purple copying
(indelible) leads, in Red Top cardboard box 3.00

EVERSHARP ERASERS
4 MIN Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box % 0.10
4 REG Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box 10
4 BM Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box 10
4 BP Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box 10
3 SJ Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box 10
3 LJ Eversharp erasers, in folding cardboard box 10

Page 23 eversharp thick writing leads
1 Red Top wooden tube, containing 8 sticks of black, red, blue,

green, yellow, or purple copying (indelible) thick writing leads
(any one grade or color) % 0.15

The above leads are sold In cartons containing one-dozen tubes of lead
of the same grade or color. Dozens will not be broken.

12 Red Top wooden tubes, each containing eight sticks of black, red,

blue, green, yellow, or purple copying (indelible) thick writing
lead, packed in folding cardboard box (minimum order 12
tubes of lead of one grade or color) 1.80

EVERSHARP CHECKING LEADS
1 Red Top sliding cardboard box, containing 6 large size checking

leads (either grade) for use in Eversharps Nos. 101, 32, 34
and 67 only. Black, red, blue, green, or yellow S 0.15

1 Red Top sliding cardboard box, containing 6 large size purple
copying (indelible) checking leads (No. 1 grade only) 25

Page 24 eversharp lead counter display assortments
Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price
Caesg Lead Assortment No. 9 $13.80
Caepd Lead Assortment No. 8 24.90

WAHL PEN PRICE LIST

PRECIOUS-METAL BARREL PENS
Page 26 i4K solid yellow gold
Mactjl No. 3298BW $30.00
Madah No. 4298B 37.50
Maecc No. 5498B 50.00
Maell No. 3299BW 30.00
Maemm No. 4299B 37.50
Maepp No. 5499B 50.00

18K SOLID GREEN GOLD
Maedd No. 3298BGW $35.00
Mabff No. 4298BG 42.50
Maekk No. 5498BG 55.00
Naabd No. 3299BGW 35.00
Naacf No. 4299BG 42.50

Naafh No. 5499BG 55.00

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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STEKMNG SILVER
Telegraph Word Catalog No, List Price

Maajh No. 328CW $ 8.00
Riotz No. 428C 10.00
Rioxd No, 648C 12.50
Ibdac No. 321CW 5.00
Rhald No. 421C 5.00
Rhamf No. 641C 7.50

SILVER FILLED
Ibbuf No. 321DW $ 3.00
Rhagy No. 421D '

3.00
Rhahz No. 641D 5.00

Page 30 silver filled
Rayos No. S25DW % 3.00
Rayut No. 425D 3.00
Rhabt No. 645D 5.00

YELLOW GOLD FILLED
Racet No. 216AW % 5.00
Rabdw No. 213AW 5.00

Raciv No. 214AW 5.00

GREEN GOLD FILLED
Radox No. 216AGW ? 5.50
Radev No. 213AGW 5.50
Raduy No. 214AGW 5.50

RUBBER BARREL PENS
Page 32 wahl oversize signature pens
Rhoxt No. 760RS S 7.00
Rhomj No. 760MS 7.00
Paecd No. 762S 7.00

Page 33 wahl signature pens
Rhcby No. 740RS S 5.00
Rhucz No. 620RS ' 4.00
Ryobv No. 620RSSC 4.00

Rhonk No. 740MS 5.00

Rhows No. 620MS 4.00

Paebc No. 742S 5.00
Raajm No. 622S 4.00

Page 34 rubber barrel pens
Obdab No. 722AZRC $ 3.00
Obdid No. 742AZRC 5.00

Obduo No. 762AZRC 7.00

Paapp No. 726AZRC 3.00
Paass No. 746AZRC 5.00

Paatv No. 766AZRC 7.00

Page 35 rubber barrel pens
Obaby No. 722 S 2.50*

Obb™ No. 742 4.00*

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders
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RUBBER BARREL PENS—Continued

Telegraph Word Catalog No. List Price

Obcod No. 762 % 6.00*
Paaog No. 726 2.50*
Paall No. 746 4.00*
Paann No. 766 6.00*

•If ordered with nickel clip, add 25c to list price.

Page 36 rubber barrel pens
Raamr No. 622 % 2.50
Raaxb No. 622W 2.75
Raapt No. 622AZW 3.00
Rieok No. 622ASC 3.00

Page 37 rubber barrel pens
Rielp No. 622SSC $ 4.00
Rabov No. 626 2.50
Rabat No. 626W 2.75
Racux No. 626AZW 3.00

Page 38 rubber barrel pens
Obejm No. 522 % 2.50

Paabb No. 522W 2.75

Paacc No. 522AW 3.00
Paaff No. 522AZW 3.00

Rieph No. 522ASC 3.00

Page 39 rubber barrel pens
Pacos No. 526 % 2.50

Pabap No. 526W 2.75

Pader No. 526AW 3.00
Paduv No. 526AZW 3.00

Page 48 hand engraving
Three initials or less, Plain Script or Plain Block, 20 cents. Each additional

initial, 5 cents.

Price per Price per
No. Letter No. Letter

51 Old English 10c 64* Drop Block Monogram SOc
52* Ribbon Monogram 30c 65 Jap Letters 10c
53* Fancy Block 20c 66* Drop Ribbon Monogram 30c
54* Vertical Script 20c 67 Slanting Old English 6c
55* Fancy Block 20c 68* Drop Ribbon Monogram 30c
56 Plain Block 4c 69 Odd Block 10c
57 Vertical Script 3c 70 Plain Script 3c
58 Greek Letters 10c 71 Odd Block 10c
59* Drop Jap Monogram SOc 72 Slanting Block 4c
60 Modern Block 4c 73 Old English 6c
61 Plain Block 4c 74 Old English 10c
62* Drop Block Monogram 30c 75 Roman 10c
63* Block Monogram 50c 76* Diamond Monogram 75c

*Per 3 Letters. Minimum charge for hand engraving is 20 cents.

Add 10 cents extra for each rubber barrel pen or pencil on which engraved name
or initials are to be filled in with white, red, or gold.

For Price List of Parts for Eversharps and Wahl Pens

See Pages 46 and 47 of this Catalog

Always Use Telegraph Word When Wiring Orders


